Evaluation of the Lawyers

Swiss (Vaudois) senior officer. He calls himself a cantonal «Judge». «Works» in
the palace of the Hermitage, route du Signal 8, 1014 Lausanne.

Home address: Chemin du Chêne 6, 1009 Pully
Professional telephone: 021 316 15 11
Professional fax:

021 316 13 28

Wife: Carola

One of the few photos published by Blaise BATTISTOLO, called One-Eyed – a
notorious judiciary criminal and bandit

Mailbox of the spouse Carola + Blaise BATTISTOLO
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Shots of the house

Residence of BATTISTOLO, seen from the southwest. The blinds are always
closed during the day. Paranoia?

Residence of BATTISTOLO seen from the northwest
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Residence of BATTISTOLO seen from the north side – entry (foreground)

Role assumed in the affair LÉGERET

BATTISTOLO was a Member of the penal court of cassation at the cantonal court
which has confirmed the condemnation of François LÉGERET to lifelong
imprisonment by the court of PELLET, by decision of January 14, 2009 (the
usual «copy/paste»).
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Profile
This Vaudois cantonal «Judge» has studied law at the University of Lausanne late
1970, early 1980. He avoids contact with the mass media, and for this reason we
have little information on the beginning of his career. COTTIER would probably
call him a concealer.

Former cantonal investigating «Judge». In 2001, he already was in any case
cantonal Vaudois «Judge». He quickly attracted negative attention on himself. In
our database fifteen negative references are shown concerning him.
Among others, he covered two very serious medical mistakes, where he
dysfunctioned as an instructing «Judge», hence his nickname «the One-Eyed».
The Michèle HERZOG case clearly demonstrates that BATTISTOLO is also
part of the Vaudois real estate mafia. So we are also here dealing with a judicial
bandit.
He helped to cover up the passive corruption and the fraud by the federal «Judge»
Roland Max SCHNEIDER, and has committed various other arbitrary
decisions. However, at the height of his career, he is as well responsible for two
judiciary crimes which can be added to his misdeeds.

BATTISTOLO was one of three VD cantonal «Judges» who confirmed
PELLET’s condemnation of François LÉGERET to life for an alleged triple
murder (judgment of January 14, 2009). Because of a late witness, there was a
revision, but the accomplice COLELOUGH (who was still then president of the
district court of Lausanne) reiterated the conviction in March 2010. His second
judicial crime was the Ségalat case.
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Together with the retired Federal «Judge» Roland Max SCHNEIDER and the
Super-Franco-Verda des Vaudois, he constituted a trio = the core of the judicial
mafia.

Hobby:
Long distance running

Some victims of this mafia Judge:
A. K., victim of the «surgeon» Gaston-François MAILLARD, covered by the
«the One-Eyed»
Nelly VALLOTTON (†), victim of a serious medical mistake
Naghi GASHTIKHAH (Iranian)
Kumar KOTECHA (British university professor)
Erhard KELLER (Architect, victim of the fraudulent federal «Judge»
SCHNEIDER)
Michèle HERZOG (Vaudoise)
François LÉGERET (Vaudois)
Laurent SÉGALAT (French)
Jakob GUTKNECHT

Reference list (observations collected since 2000)
Number of negative references: 16
Number of positive references: 3
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BATTISTOLO is a Mafia Magistrate.
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